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Helpful and efficient
" Vector Control Services have been dealing with Barcode products since 2014. We have found them to be extremely helpful and very
efficient. We have at times challenged them by requiring an urgent order and they respond keenly and swiftly. We have no hesitation
in recommending barcode products as a supplier. "
— Julie, Vector Control Services

Bent over to help us. Incredibly helpful. Extremely happy with the support and service they provided.
" I have recommended you to others too. I do appreciate how you have bent over backwards to help us out. Barcode products was
recommended to us by a customer. We were looking at a new label system to attach to our Retreads. They were incredibly helpful
when we were trying to find the right label for our needs. They visited us several times, with a huge range of samples and left these
for us to test. We have also purchased a Scanner from Barcode Products, we were given a number of options and when we decided
which one we liked we were able to trial this before we brought it. We are extremely happy with the support and service they
provided. "
— Donna, Tyre Retreaders

Quick service, Were offered great and relevant advice.
" We recently ordered some durable outdoor long lasting stickers for our Electrical company and we are really happy with the
product. The service was quick and along the way we were offered great and relevant advice. I would really recommend anyone
ordering products with Barcode Products. We will be using them again "
— Gina, Precise Electrical

Easy to deal with.
" Easy to deal with. These guys have sorted ALL of my label requirements. They are easy to cater to different sizes, material ect.
THANK YOU Barcode Products "
— Rochelle, Aroma Addiction

Exceptional Service
" Your service has been exceptional! Please pass on our gratitude to your manager to ensure that your good work gets noticed. So
often people are quick to complain but good work goes unnoticed. Thanks again "
— Rhonda, Windwhistle School

Took time to understand our needs. They are always happy to answer questions.
" Very happy with both the product and service from Barcode Products. They took the time to understand our needs and recommend
the right product, which I appreciated as I am new to thermal printing technology. They has also kept in touch and is always happy to
answer questions. Thank you very much "
— Gilli, Western Audio

Great advice, ongoing purchase is quick & easy.

" Really pleased with our label printer. The advice in helping us decide which model to purchase was great, making the choice very
quick and easy as was the installation performed by their friendly technician. Ongoing purchases of labels has also been quick and
easy – just an email and they arrive in a few days :) "
— Leanne, Jayen Food Concepts

Good service at short notice
" Yes all was good with the Labels. Good service at short notice. "
— Gary, Connetics

Outstanding service. Hassle-free, Friendly and Efficient.
" I don’t do testimonies unless its is outstanding and that is what you and your company provide. Getting low in codes, I knew they
would be delivered in a extremely short amount of time from the order. Hassle free, friendly, efficient. Wouldn’t use any other
company – ‘better keep up the good work "
— Valda, House and Hardware

Quick & efficient ordering process
" Thank you for quick and efficient ordering process. Products ordered delivered to our Auckland based office in a speedy manner. "
— Robert, Robert - City Parks Services

Service is exemplary, Kept up-to-date
" You have been a pleasure to deal with and your service is exemplary, especially when keeping me updated as to which items are in
stock and the turnaround time. "
— Sarah, The University of Auckland

Very good results, Advised various options, Researched to resolve compatibility issues, Complete Setup
"We needed help to set up a bar coding system in the store. Results of working with Barcode Products were Very good, they advised
me on various options, they researched our database system to resolve compatibility issues, and completed the setup to enable me
to proceed. They undertook a lot of behind the scenes research, to ensure the system would run, this working likely being out of the
scope of the initial request. Barcode Products will help you to ensure the set-up is complete."
— Craig, Pump Services 2010 Ltd

Knowledgeable, Great customer service
" I needed to find out a specific type of label that my printer needed to order that label.. They managed to find out what type of label I
required and produced my labels for me. They have a vast amount of knowledge when it comes to labels and printers. They should
take the chance and work with Barcode Products, they are a terrific company and provide great customer service. "
— Josh, The Vault NZ
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